~ Lincoln Castle and Magna Carta~
Here at Lincoln Castle we have the privilege to look after one of the four remaining
1215 Magna Cartas. The Magna Carta is a document written in black ink on
parchment. Scribes would use feather pens and couldn’t make any mistakes!

~ King John ~
On the 27th May 1199 John became King of England. He
was the eighth child of Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine.
As the youngest boy, John had not expected to be king.
His father didn't give him much land to rule so he was
often called Lackland. He probably thought he would
have a career in the Church and was taught by the Abbot
of Reading. However, his elder brothers died young and
his sisters were unable to inherit, so John became King.

His parents had built up a collection
of land called the Angevin Empire.
When he became King, John lost
nearly half of the Angevin Empire, mainly in France. In an
attempt to get the land back, John demanded more and more
taxes, men and resources from the English barons.

~ Magna Carta ~
The barons were very unhappy and wanted John to treat them fairly. In
1215, with the help of Stephen Langton the Archbishop of Canterbury,
they put together a Charter of Liberties and confronted the King.
On 15th June 1215 King John accepted the charter by adding his
royal seal to it. On the left you can see John’s seal, showing him on
horseback. This charter was sent out to all the cathedral cities in England.
That’s how Lincoln got its copy.
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Lincoln’s copy of the 1215 Magna Carta (front and back).

~ King John breaks his Promise ~
During the negotiations, King John had written to Pope Innocent and asked him if he
could break the promises he had made. The Pope didn’t like the idea of normal people
being able to tell Kings what to do and so he agreed. Ten weeks later King John went
back on his agreement with the barons. The barons were furious and many of them
rebelled against John. They invited Prince Louis of France to come to England and
overthrow John. They also tried to attack John and he had to keep moving around the
country. He met his end at Newark Castle (shown
on the right) where he died from dysentery on the
night of the 18th October 1216. John’s son,
Henry III, was only nine years old when he
became King of England amidst open rebellion!

~ The 1217 Battle of Lincoln ~
In May 1217 Prince Louis’ army led by Thomas, Count of Perche, lay
siege to Lincoln Castle. Fortunately, the Castle was under the control of
Lady Nicola de la Haye and she had the good sense to send for help
from those barons still loyal to the crown. Sir William Marshal, Earl of
Pembroke, came with knights on horseback and crossbowmen. By
working together, they defeated the supporters of Louis
and saved Lincoln Castle.

In November 1217 William Marshal
advised Henry III to reissue John's
Charter of Liberties. It would reassure
the rebel barons that he would be a
fair king, unlike his father. When Henry
reissued the charter it was split into two
parts. The larger part became the
Magna Carta (or Great Charter). He
issued a second part called the Charter
of the Forest. The Charter of the Forest
allowed more gathering of materials
from the forests, and more grazing
areas for farm animals. Lincoln Castle
holds a copy of the 1217 Charter of
the Forest.
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~ Magna Carta is Re-issued ~

Lincoln’s copy of the 1217
Charter of the Forest.

~ What did the Magna Carta say?~
It contained sixty-three clauses, or rules, which outlined (some) citizen’s rights for the
first time. Most importantly, it meant that everyone, including the King, had to obey
the law. Over time it was changed, and today only 3 of the clauses still exist. They
are:
Clause 1: The freedom of the Church of England to govern
itself is guaranteed for all time.
Clause 13: Privileges given to the City of London and those
of all other cities, boroughs, towns, and ports are
guaranteed and cannot be changed by the monarch.
Clauses 39 and 40: Anyone accused of a crime has the right to
be tried by his equals.

~ Activities to try at Home ~
~ Write your own ‘Familia Carta’ ~
You could write you own ‘family charter’ – think
about what rights everyone should have in your
home. Perhaps everyone should get to choose
what is for dinner or be allowed to choose their
own bedtime!

Why not write them on some tea-stained
paper and display them somewhere at home
for everyone to see?

~ Make a quill pen ~
Quill pens were made from the large flight feathers of big birds like geese.
To make our version you’ll need a pen, paper, scissors and tape.

1. Fold the paper in half
and draw a feather
shape around your pen.

2. Keeping the paper
folded, cut out the
feather shape and snip
along the edges. Make
sure you leave a gap
down the folded edge.

3. Open out the feather
and tape your pen down
the centre. You might
want to snip away the
bottom feathers so you
can grip the pen.

~ Make a seal~
Important documents were not usually signed. Instead, you would add your personal
seal in wax. You and your family could design your own seals to add to your charter.
Use a soft modelling material like salt dough or plasticine and a blunt pencil.

The Great Seal of
Henry III

